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Abstract
A UAM is a small to medium-distance air transportation system that carries passengers in and out of
the city by flying at low altitudes. UAMs are based on eco-friendly electric propulsive systems to enhance
mobility and maximize the use of three-dimensional airspace. However, UAM aircraft are very vulnerable
to lightning strikes due to their relatively small size and flight characteristics, flying close to the ground.
To tackle this problem, the present study developed a lightning zoning method for UAM aircraft with
complex configurations and investigated the direct effects of lightning strikes on the prop-rotor blade of a
UAM aircraft. First, computational simulation models for zoning analysis were developed for four
representative UAM aircraft (one wingless multi-copter, one winged lift/cruise, and two winged vectored
thrust types). The lightning zoning analysis identified the prop-rotor blade tips as Zone 1A, which has a
high probability of initial lightning attachment. The direct effects of lightning strikes on a prop-rotor blade
made of woven carbon/epoxy laminate were then investigated using both experimental and numerical
methods. In general, the damage pattern of the simulation results agreed fairly well with the damage
pattern in the experimental results. Moreover, it was shown that the prop-rotor blade of a relatively small
UAM aircraft can suffer more damage, even after being struck by the lightning of the same intensity. In
the future, since batteries, electric motors, inverters, and hydrogen fuel tanks, which are required by the
new propulsion systems in UAM aircraft, will be increasingly used, designing a lightning protection
system that properly reflects these changes will emerge as an important issue.
Keywords: Urban air mobility (UAM) aircraft; lightning zoning; lightning direct effects; prop-rotor blade;
lightning test; multi-physics simulation
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1. Introduction
Countries around the world are encountering serious problems with traffic congestion and
environmental pollution due to the increase in the number of cars in urban areas. As a solution to address
these problems, new means of transportation based on enhanced mobility and eco-friendly propulsive
systems are increasingly being studied. For instance, many companies around the world are attempting to
develop urban air mobility (UAM) aircraft which can take maximum advantage of three-dimensional
airspace [1-6]. A UAM is a small to medium-distance air transportation system that flies passengers into
and out of the city at low altitude. Depending on the presence or absence of wings and the type of lift and
propulsion system, UAM aircraft can be classified into three types: wingless multi-copter, winged lift and
cruise, and winged vectored thrust [7], as summarized in Table 1. The vector thrust type, which uses a
double tilt rotor, is known to be highly efficient.
Among various weather-related safety factors (external air disturbance, lightning, icing [8-11], etc.),
UAM aircraft are very vulnerable to lightning strikes due to their relatively small size and flight
characteristics, that is, flying close to the ground. Furthermore, lightning strikes, which may directly be
visible to the eyes of passengers aboard a UAM aircraft with a large windshield, can have a highly negative
impact on the public’s acceptance of the safety of UAM aircraft.
Because of their unique overall configuration and complex propulsion systems, UAM aircraft have
different lightning characteristics, in lightning zoning and sweeping, compared to conventional aircraft.
This requires reconsideration of the basic concept of lightning effects on UAM aircraft.
The characteristics of UAM aircraft and associated lightning effects are summarized in Fig. 1. UAM
aircraft being designed for future urban transport mostly have a flight envelope with low altitude and low
speed. The vulnerability of UAM aircraft to lightning can be divided into two categories: the probability
of being struck and the severity of the damage after being struck. Compared to conventional aircraft, UAM
aircraft are expected to have a higher probability of being struck in two aspects. First, increased pollution
and dense structures in urban areas will increase the frequency of lightning strikes, including the indirect
effects of lightning strikes by adjacent UAM aircraft or buildings. Second, UAM aircraft flying at low
altitudes (0.5-1.5 km) will experience a high frequency of lightning strikes because they are more likely
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to be exposed to the cloud-to-ground (CG) lightning strike environment (taking up about 40%), which is
a high proportion of the three types of lightning discharge [12-16]. In addition, because the dwell time of
the swept lightning stroke increases due to low flight speed (100~200km/h, significantly lower than that
of conventional aircraft), there is a high possibility that the frequency of lightning strikes may increase
[17-22]. Moreover, the severity of damage after being struck by lightning will be higher compared to
conventional aircraft. The reason is that the magnitude of damage at the lightning attachment site is similar,
but will cause greater damage to UAM aircraft, which are relatively small compared to conventional
aircraft. However, this prediction will have to be confirmed by collecting lightning strike data through
actual UAM aircraft operations in urban areas in the future.
Lightning strikes can generate high-temperature heat and strong magnetic fields, resulting in damage
to aircraft structures and interference with navigation systems. In addition, the increasing use of
composites to reduce weight, more electrification of the propulsion system to reduce noise, and more
integration and digitization of electronic equipment to make them compact and multi-functional, all make
UAM aircraft more vulnerable to lightning strikes [23, 24]. Moreover, since UAM aircraft windshields
often occupy a large portion of the fuselage, they suffer from low electro-magnetic shielding capability,
because the material of the windshield has low magnetic permeability [25-27]. Consequently, lightning
strikes are the most lethal threat to the safe operation of UAM aircraft [28-32].
When UAM aircraft operate in urban areas, cloud-to-ground lightning activity is increased by the
urban effect [33-37]. The urban effect is mainly caused by thermal phenomena due to the urban heat islands
(UHI) and an increase in pollution concentration due to concentrated human activities [38-40]. Increased
lightning frequency is closely linked to pollution, which enhances the development of thunderclouds [41].
Three lightning strike scenarios for UAM aircraft operating in urban environments with increased
lightning activity can be identified, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
The first case is when lightning strikes a UAM aircraft directly. The second case is when a UAM
aircraft is indirectly affected by lightning strikes on other UAM aircraft flying at close range. Lastly, there
is a case when a nearby high-rise building is struck by lightning, affecting adjacent UAM aircraft in flight.
These lightning strikes may induce electromagnetic interference (EMI), electromagnetic pulse (EMP), and
flash effects on UAM aircraft flying nearby. In addition, because UAM aircraft operate near the city center,
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critical lightning strikes have the potential to lead to serious accidents due to the difficulty in using
emergency avoidance landing procedures. Therefore, airworthiness certification is required for UAM
aircraft, since they are manned transportation vehicles for people to board [42].
As more UAM aircraft begin to operate in urban airspace, they will become more vulnerable to
lightning strikes [43, 44]. The effects of lightning strikes on aircraft can be classified into direct and
indirect effects. The direct effects of lightning strikes include physical damage such as melting, drilling,
vaporization and combustion to the skin or structure outside the aircraft, as well as arcs occurring at the
joints of airframe structures, and fuel ignition [45, 46]. The indirect effects of lightning include the failure
or damage of electrical equipment caused by strong induced currents generated in the aircraft structure,
electrical circuits, and components by the electromagnetic field formed during lightning strikes [47].
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Major
companies

Efficiency

Type

Item

AIRBUS, LILIUM,
HYUNDAI, BELL

BOEING,
JOBY, CORA

VOLOCOPTER,

EHANG

High

Vectored thrust

Mid

Lift+cruise

Winged

Low

Multi-copter

Wingless

Table 1 Classification of UAM aircraft by lift and propulsion system.

Fig. 1. Characteristics of UAM aircraft and associated lightning effects.

Fig. 2. Effects of urban lightning activity on UAM aircraft: (a) direct lightning strike on UAM aircraft;
(b) lightning strike on adjacent UAM aircraft; (c) lightning strike on nearby tall building.
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To the best of our knowledge, no experimental studies have been conducted on the direct effects of
lightning strikes on UAM aircraft in flight. However, there has been an experimental study of the moment
when a much smaller drone similar to a UAM aircraft was struck by lightning while hovering inside the
laboratory, as reproduced in Fig. 3 [48]. The lightning strike hit the drone’s motor propeller cap and then
escaped through the landing gear. Interestingly, the drone’s battery was not damaged in this laboratory
test. This may be because the battery was covered by a metal case that acted like a Faraday cage. However,
the propeller was detached from the motor and flew away, causing the drone to crash. From this
observation, a serious threat of lightning strikes to the lift and propulsion system of UAM aircraft can be
inferred.

Fig. 3. The moment when a small drone is struck by lightning while hovering [48].
Lightning zoning for aircraft is a method of classifying lightning strikes by zones that take various
forms depending on the initial attachment point of the lightning strike. Aircraft have different probabilities
of lightning attachment depending on the configuration and surface conditions of the aircraft. An aerospace
recommendation, SAE ARP 5414B, defines the lightning strike area for each aircraft configuration, and
identifies areas with high probability of initial lightning strikes [49, 50]. Since the electric field is
concentrated at a point where the radius of curvature is small, or the three-dimensional shape changes
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rapidly, lightning strikes are highly likely to be attached to the nose, wing tip, blade tip, engine inlet lip,
and landing gear of the aircraft [51-58]. Lightning zoning can be classified into several zones: 1A, 1B, 1C,
2A, 2B, and C, as specified in SAE ARP 5414B.
The overall configuration of the aircraft is the biggest factor defining lightning zoning for aircraft.
However, the current certification guidelines developed for conventional aircraft do not provide clear
guidelines for lightning zoning for UAM aircraft which have drastically different configurations, such as
multi-copters. Therefore, new lightning zoning for UAM aircraft needs to be established which considers
their unique configuration and flight characteristics (flight speed and altitude).
In addition to the overall configuration, the prop-rotor blade of a UAM aircraft is another major factor
that is significantly different from existing aircraft in terms of lightning effects [59-66]. The prop-rotor
blade used in UAM aircraft is considerably smaller than the rotor blade of a conventional rotorcraft [6777], so it can suffer relatively more damage from lightning strikes of the same intensity. These prop-rotor
blades are mainly made of carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) composites with excellent mechanical
strength and chemical stability and light weight [23, 78-86]. However, since the degree of physical damage
caused by lightning is greatly affected by the surface current distribution over the outer skin, CFRP
structures with low electrical conductivity are more vulnerable to lightning than metals. The high electrical
resistance of CFRP absorbs more electrical energy, which is instantaneously converted into thermal energy
(Joule heating). This prevents the fast conduction of lightning currents, resulting in arc sparks, Joule
heating, generation of magnetic forces or dielectric breakdown [87-89]. In addition, the resin matrix
constituting CFRP has low thermal stability, and deteriorates, cracks, or burns due to Joule heating or
sparks caused by lightning strikes [90, 91]. Therefore, since composite materials are increasingly used in
UAM aircraft, it becomes very important to analyze the effects of lightning strike and develop a highefficiency lightning protection system [92-98].
The goal of this work is two-fold: presenting a lightning zoning method for UAM aircraft with complex
configurations and investigating the direct effects of lightning strikes on the prop-rotor blade of UAM
aircraft using both experimental and numerical methods. To the best of the author’s knowledge, there have
been no previous studies of the effects of lightning on UAM aircraft.
First, we consider four representative UAM aircraft (one wingless multi-copter, one winged lift/cruise,
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and two winged vectored thrust types), and then develop a computational simulation model for the zoning
analysis of each aircraft. Then, by applying a partial differential equation-based electromagnetic numerical
simulation, lightning zoning is calculated for UAM aircraft with very complex configurations. The
lightning zoning differs depending on the shape and surface condition of the UAM aircraft, resulting in
different lightning protection coverage.
Next, a specimen unit test was performed on the prop-rotor blade identified as Zone 1A, and
quantitative data on the degree of damage for a given lightning [99, 100] were obtained. In parallel, an
electrical-thermal coupling numerical simulation considering the change in arc channel expansion with
time [101-111] was applied to the woven carbon/epoxy laminate, to predict the degree of damage caused
by a lightning strike to the composite prop-rotor blade. Finally, by comparing the numerical simulation
results of the rotor blades of the rotorcraft and the prop-rotor blades of the UAM aircraft, the damaged
area was quantitatively evaluated based on the length of the chord.

2. Lightning zoning for UAM aircraft
2.1. Lightning mechanism of UAM Aircraft
In general, lightning strikes occurring at an altitude higher than 4.5 km are likely to be in-cloud
discharges between the positive and negative charges in a cloud. On the other hand, below 4.5km, there is
a high possibility of cloud-to-ground lightning strikes [14-16]. UAM aircraft that operate at an altitude
much lower than 4.5km, between the thundercloud and the ground, are highly likely to be struck by cloudto-ground lightning strikes. Cloud-to-ground lightning strikes can be classified into four types, as shown
in Fig. 4 [112]. In general, downward negative lightning (type (a) shown in Fig. 4) occurs on flat terrain
with moderately high objects (less than 100m from the ground) and account for 90 percent or more of the
global cloud-to-ground lightning strikes. The remaining 10 percent or less are attributed to downward
positive lightning (type (c)). Upward lightning strikes (type (b) and type (d)) generally occur only in the
presence of objects higher than about 100 m.
Lightning strikes on UAM aircraft occur when a stepped leader generated by a cloud-to-ground
lightning strike approaches the aircraft. At this moment, as shown in Fig. 5, due to the corona phenomenon,
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a streamer is generated in the aircraft, and the stepped leader and streamer meet to create a path of lightning.
The electric energy of the lightning enters the aircraft along the generated path, moves to the outside of
the aircraft along the wires of structures or electronic equipment inside the aircraft, and is released toward
the ground.

Fig. 4. Schematic of four types of cloud-to-ground lightning.
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Fig. 5. Mechanism of a cloud-to-ground type lightning strike on UAM aircraft.

2.2. Zoning analysis method and boundary condition
Many previous studies have been conducted to predict the initial attachment area of a lightning strike
on aircraft [51-58]. However, most of the previous methods have limitations when it comes to predicting
lightning zoning for UAM aircraft which have drastically different configurations, such as multi-copters.
An aerospace recommendation, SAE ARP 5414B, describes the lightning zoning by aircraft size,
propulsion type, and fixed and rotary wing aircraft. SAE ARP 5414B basically defines a lightning zoning
based on available data from lightning strikes on actual aircraft. It is difficult to apply the method described
in SAE ARP 5414B to UAM aircraft because the recently developed UAM aircraft have very diverse
configurations due to their complex lift and propulsion systems, and the lack of lightning strike data.
The rolling sphere method is a method for determining a lightning strike zone by drawing a circle
tangent to the aircraft surface. This method has the advantage of being simple and intuitively applicable
without relying on a complicated procedure. However, this method is also difficult to apply to UAM
aircraft because it is not clear how to determine the radius of the rolling sphere for a UAM aircraft with a
configuration that is drastically different from that of a conventional aircraft [57]. The ONERA code
developed in France is a method of probabilistically predicting the lightning attachment area [52, 53].
However, this code so far has not yet been applied to the lightning zoning for UAM aircraft with various
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configurations.
In this study, in order to predict the lightning zoning of the UAM aircraft, a complex electrostatic field
analysis was performed using the EM model of CST, a commercial S/W [58].
Among the laws constituting the Maxwell equation, Gauss’ law describes the magnitude of the electric
field generated by electric charges. The equation can be expressed as follows [113-115],
(1)

∇ ⋅ D = ρv ,

where D is the electric displacement field in units of C/m2, and ρv is the free charge density in units of
C/m3. The relationship between the electric displacement field and the electric field and the relationship
between the electric potential gradient and electric field can be expressed as follows,

D = ε E, E = −∇V ,

(2)

where E is the electric field in units of V/m, ε is the electric permittivity, and V is the electric potential
in units of V. By substituting equation (2) into equation (1), the following Poisson’s partial differential
equation of the electrostatic field can be obtained,

− ∇⋅ (ε ∇ V ) = ρv .

(3)

For homogeneous media, this Poisson’s equation is reduced to

ρ
ε

∇2 V =
− v.

(4)

Based on the finite element method (FEM) technique, the EM model obtains a solution by dividing a
computational domain into a finite number of elements and approximating it with a set of equations [116].
The free charge density distribution of the UAM aircraft is then calculated from the potential difference
with the surroundings according to the flight environment. In this distribution, the area where the strength
of the electrostatic field is high is defined as the initial attachment area of the lightning strike.
Electrostatic potential simulations of UAM aircraft in flight were performed for two cases: exposure
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to the downward ground discharge environment, and flying in the open air, as shown in Fig. 6 [58, 117119]. In the boundary value problem (BVP) approach, fixed potentials are assigned to two boundaries, and
the electrostatic field distribution is predicted based on potential information about the aircraft’s surface.
UAM aircraft operating at low altitudes are mainly placed in a downward ground discharge environment,
which can be implemented by dividing the upper region (thundercloud, high voltage) and lower region
(ground, low voltage), as shown in Fig. 7 (a). On the other hand, in the initial value problem (IVP)
approach, the fixed potential is distributed over the surface of the aircraft, which can reduce the computing
time. Using this approach, it is possible to realize the operating environment of an aircraft flying in an
open air space, as shown in Fig. 7 (b). This approach focuses on predicting the initial lightning attachment
area from the distribution of the static electric field after applying the fixed potential to the aircraft. In this
calculation, the skin material of the UAM aircraft was assumed to be a perfect electric conductor.

Fig. 6. Boundary conditions: (a) BVP case; (b) IVP case.
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Fig. 7. Electric potential distribution: (a) BVP case; (b) IVP case.

2.3. Validation of the lightning zoning simulation
In order to verify the effectiveness of the new lightning zoning simulation technique, the EC-155B
model, a civilian rotorcraft manufactured by AIRBUS Helicopter, was considered. SAE ARP 5414B
specifies the lightning zoning for rotorcraft as illustrated in Figure 8 [49]. The electrostatic potential
simulation results obtained by applying the BVP and IVP approaches to the EC-155B model were
compared with SAE ARP 5414B.
Figures 9 and 10 show that the probability of a lightning zoning is high in the area where the
electrostatic field is concentrated due to the small radius of curvature and the rapid change in the threedimensional shape. Also, some differences between the two approaches can be found with the static
potential distribution on the nose part of the rotorcraft fuselage, the lower surface of the blade, and the end
plate of the horizontal stabilizer.
To validate the present numerical solutions of the Poisson’s partial differential equation of the
electrostatic field, the detailed comparison of lightning zones specified in SAE ARP 5414B (based on
actual rotorcraft lightning strike data) and obtained by the present method on the EC-155B rotorcraft
model is presented in Fig. 11. It was found that Zones 1B, 2A, and 3 are almost identical, confirming the
validity of the current method. In addition, the lightning attachment area of the integrated tail rotor, which
14

is a characteristic of EC-155B, also showed a similar trend. Furthermore, the region of Zone 3, where the
probability of lightning initial attachment is low, was predicted to be the region with low electrostatic field
in the present simulation.

Fig. 8. Example of lightning zones for rotorcraft [49].

Fig. 9. Electrostatic field distribution of EC-155B (BVP): (a) perspective; (b) top view; (c) bottom view.
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Fig. 10. Electrostatic field distribution of EC-155B (IVP): (a) perspective; (b) top view; (c) bottom view.

Fig. 11. Comparison of lightning zones for rotorcraft: (a) SAE ARP 5414B; (b) present result.
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2.4. Lightning zoning for the UAM aircraft
In this section, lightning zoning for a UAM aircraft with diverse configurations was investigated, using
the electrostatic potential simulation. Using the distribution of the electrostatic field of the UAM aircraft,
it is necessary to identify the initial lightning attachment area and the area where the lightning protection
system is located. Because UAM aircraft fly at much slower speeds than conventional aircraft, sweep
stroke phenomena may not be significant, and therefore attachment points at leading edges, frontal
surfaces or any lower extremities may all receive components of the flash.
A total of four UAM aircraft were considered: a Volocopter 2X with multi-copter [84], Pegasus with
lift-cruise type propulsion [20], S-A1 with a vectored thrust type propulsion [86], and a Nexus 4EX with
a ducted vectored thrust type propulsion [20]. The main specifications of the four configurations are
summarized in Tables 2 and 3. The geometry used for computational analysis was modeled using CATIA’s
generative shape design.
Figures 12 and 13 show the electrostatic potential simulation results of the Volocopter 2X with multicopter obtained with the BVP and IVP approaches, respectively. With the BVP approach, the initial
lightning attachment area was distributed over the entire area including the tip of all prop-rotor blades at
the top, and the tip and center of the landing skid at the bottom. On the other hand, with the IVP approach,
the initial lightning attachment area was mainly formed in the middle of the structure connecting the proprotor blade tip, located outside the upper part and the outermost prop-rotor. In addition, it was found that
a weak initial lightning attachment area was formed at the end of the lower landing skid.
Figures 14 and 15 show the electrostatic potential simulation results of the Pegasus with lift-cruise
type propulsion obtained with the BVP and IVP approaches, respectively. In the BVP approach, the initial
lightning attachment area was formed at the tip of the wing, the upper part of the fuselage, and the tip of
the thrust rotor blade. In addition, the entire lower surface of the landing skid located at the bottom was
identified as the initial lightning attachment area. With the IVP approach, unlike the BVP approach, the
initial lightning attachment area was formed at the tip of each prop-rotor blade, as well as the tip of the
upper wing. In particular, the initial lightning attachment area was strongly formed on the outermost four
prop-rotor blades among the eight prop-rotor blades located at the top. Also, unlike the BVP approach, the
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initial lightning attachment area was formed only at the end of the lower landing skid, not the entire area.
Figures 16 and 17 show the electrostatic potential simulation results of the S-A1 with vectored thrust
type propulsion obtained with the BVP and IVP approaches, respectively. With the BVP approach, the
initial lightning attachment area was distributed to the tip of each prop-rotor blade and the lower landing
gear. In contrast, in the IVP approach, the initial lightning attachment area was formed at the nose part of
the fuselage, including the tips of all the prop-rotor blades and the tip of the wing. An initial lightning
attachment area did not form in the lower landing gear.
Lastly, Figs. 18 and 19 show the electrostatic potential simulation results of the Nexus 4EX with ducted
vectored thrust type propulsion obtained with the BVP and IVP approaches, respectively. With the BVP
approach, the initial lightning attachment area formed at the top of the duct surrounding the prop-rotor
blade of the Nexus 4EX model, and at the tip of the vertical tail. An initial lightning attachment area was
also formed in the lower landing gear. With the IVP approach, similar to the BVP approach, the initial
lightning attachment area formed at the upper part of the duct, the tip of the vertical tail, and the landing
gear, as well as at the nose, wing tips, and the front of the duct.
Lightning strikes on prop-rotor blades can fatally affect the safe operation of UAM aircraft. The results
of the multi-copter type Volocopter 2X and the vectored thrust type S-A1 confirmed that the initial
lightning attachment area was formed at the tip of a number of prop-rotor blades in both cases. This means
that a lightning protection system may be required for multiple prop-rotor blade tips. On the other hand,
the lift-cruise type Pegasus, in which the wing tip functions as a vertical tail wing, may require a lightning
protection system for the wing tip and the outermost prop-rotor blade tip. Lastly, in the Nexus 4EX model
to which a duct is applied, the initial lightning attachment area was not formed on the prop-rotor blade in
either the BVP or IVP approaches. Instead, a lightning protection system may be required on the top of
the duct and on the vertical tail.
The rotor blade is specified in the lightning certification regulations AC 27-1B [120] and AC 29-2C
[121] as a major component that must be protected from fatal damage by the direct effects of lightning on
the rotorcraft. This is not limited to rotorcraft, for example, but also applies to UAM aircraft, which are
undergoing miniaturization in various forms. Actually, lightning can have more fatal consequences for the
prop-rotor blades of a UAM aircraft.
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Zones 1A and 1B, identified in the electrostatic potential simulation results of four representative UAM
aircraft, are summarized in Table 4. These results indicate the electrostatic potential simulation model can
be used to identify the initial lightning attachment area of a new aircraft configuration. In addition, it can
be used to determine the necessary applications of the lightning protection system.
Table 2 Three-dimensional model of four representative UAM aircraft.
Type

Wingless

Configuration

Multi-copter
(Volocopter 2X)

Lift+cruise
(Boeing Pegasus)

Winged

Vectored thrust
(Hyundai S-A1)

Vectored thrust
(Bell Nexus 4EX)

Table 3 Main specifications of the three-dimensional model.
Volocopter 2X
Pegasus
S-A1
Nexus 4EX

Length (m)
3.2
9.14
15
12.2

Width (m)
9.15
8.53
10.7
12.2

Height (m)
2.15
1.95
4.3
4.8
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Fig. 12. Electrostatic field distribution of Volocopter 2X (BVP): (a) perspective; (b) top view; (c)
bottom view.

Fig. 13. Electrostatic field distribution of Volocopter 2X (IVP): (a) perspective; (b) top view; (c) bottom
view.
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Fig. 14. Electrostatic field distribution of Pegasus (BVP): (a) perspective; (b) top view; (c) bottom view.

Fig. 15. Electrostatic field distribution of Pegasus (IVP): (a) perspective; (b) top view; (c) bottom view.
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Fig. 16. Electrostatic field distribution of S-A1 (BVP): (a) perspective; (b) top view; (c) bottom view.

Fig. 17. Electrostatic field distribution of S-A1 (IVP): (a) perspective; (b) top view; (c) bottom view.
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Fig. 18. Electrostatic field distribution of Nexus 4EX (BVP): (a) perspective; (b) top view; (c) bottom
view.

Fig. 19. Electrostatic field distribution of Nexus 4EX (IVP): (a) perspective; (b) top view; (c) bottom
view.
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Table 4 Summary of lightning initial attachment zones by configuration.
Type
Wingless

Multi-copter
(Volocopter 2X)

Approach

Zone 1A, 1B
Prop-rotor blade tip, support frame,
landing skid
Prop-rotor blade tip and support
frame on the outside around the rotor
hub, landing skid tip and bottom
Push prop-rotor blade tip, main wing
winglet, horizontal tail wing winglet,
upper fuselage, support frame,
landing gear bottom
Prop-rotor blade tip, push prop-rotor
blade tip, main wing winglet,
horizontal tail wing winglet, support
frame tip, landing gear bottom
Tilt prop-rotor blade tip, stacked
prop-rotor blade tip, overall landing
gear, tail blade tip
Tilt prop-rotor blade tip, stacked
prop-rotor blade tip, prop-rotor cone,
main wing tip, tail wing tip, nose,
landing gear bottom
Duct top, vertical tail wing tip,
landing gear
Nose, overall duct, prop-rotor cone,
main wing tip, vertical tail wing tip,
landing gear

BVPa
IVPb

BVP
Lift+cruise
(Boeing Pegasus)
IVP

Winged

BVP
Vectored thrust
(Hyundai S-A1)

Vectored thrust
(Bell Nexus 4EX)
a
b

IVP
BVP
IVP

Electric potential specified on outer boundary.
Electric potential specified on aircraft.

3. Direct effects of lightning on a UAM prop-rotor blade: experimental study
3.1. Specimen preparation
The lightning zoning analysis in Section 2 showed that prop-rotor blade tips could be identified as
Zone 1A, an area which has a high probability of initial lightning attachment. An experimental study was
conducted on the direct effects of lightning on a prop-rotor blade specimen. A woven carbon/epoxy blade
consisting of Dowaksa A-38 carbon fibers with 3K and 6K tow with 2 x 2 twill weave [81, 92, 122-126]
was used. Dk-118 was used as the resin and hardener for the epoxy resin. Compared to carbon/epoxy, a
woven carbon/epoxy can more easily produce complex shapes such as prop-rotor blades. Woven
carbon/epoxy laminate is made by wet lay-up processing. Woven carbon/epoxy laminate consists of eight
layers in the fill direction. It was laminated in order from the skin, to 3 plies of 3K fiber and 5 plies of 6K
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fiber. The specimen was cured for 4.5 hours at a temperature of 120 degrees and a pressure of 4.4 bar in
the autoclave. The fiber volume fraction was 60 percent.
To conduct the lightning experiments, two samples of the woven carbon/epoxy laminate measuring
210mm x 180mm were produced. The 3K and 6K fibers were 0.3mm and 0.4mm, respectively, per each
ply. The total thickness of the specimen was about 2.9mm.
3.2. Jig preparation and experimental setup
The lightning test was conducted using the high impulse current generator (ICG) of Korea Electric
Power Research Institute to assess the direct effect of a lightning strike on the prop-rotor blade. The
impulse current device, an instrument that generates high current, is usually used in specimen-unit
experiments. The lightning test jig and setup for generating the lightning strike are shown in Fig. 20 [127,
128]. The top and bottom plates of the test model (500mm x 500mm) were made of glass fiber/epoxy for
insulation. Four rods (with 40mm length) supporting the top and bottom plates were also made of glass
fiber/epoxy. The probe (with a diameter of 8mm) and the specimen-positioning plate (350mm x 350mm)
were made of stainless steel and titanium, respectively. The metal probe and plate were connected to the
impulse current generator by ground.
The main current generated from the impulse generator directly charges the probe. When the probe is
charged with more than a certain amount of current, an insulation fracture occurs, causing the main current
to flow from the probe to the specimen. Lightning was applied to the central region of the specimen from
the discharge electrode probe. The gap between the surface of the specimen and the end of the probe was
fixed at 2mm for all tests [127, 128].
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Fig. 20. Lightning test setup.

3.3. Lightning current waveform
The aerospace recommendation practice, SAE ARP 5412B, provides a lightning current waveform for
lightning testing, as shown in Fig. 21 [99]. Aircraft lightning waveforms consist of A, B, C, D, and H
waveforms, depending on the lightning environment. All waveforms are defined in the time domain and
are defined as double exponential functions, except C, as follows,

=
I (t ) I 0 (e −α t − e − β t ) ,

(5)

where I0 is the current constant associated with the peak current magnitude. The values α and β represent
the reciprocal of the wave tail time constant and the reciprocal of the wave front time constant, respectively.
The exponential current waveform equation can also be explained by front time (T1) and tail time (T2)
where T1 represents the time from 10 percent to 90 percent of the maximum current, and T2 represents
the time to half of the maximum current.
The component A waveform used in the test simulates the first return stroke, which may vary with the
flight altitude of the aircraft. The component A waveform has the highest peak current value among all the
waveform currents, and its duration is less than 500μs. Because it delivers enormous energy in a short
period of time, it can inflict explosive damage.
The area of fiber damage and depth of damage are mainly determined by the lightning peak current.
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The thermal decomposition and delamination of the resin associated with internal damage are determined
by the amount of electrical charge (Q) and the energy defined by the action integral (AI) of the lightning
[87], which are defined as
t

Q = ∫ i (t ) dt ,

(6)

0

t

AI = ∫ i (t ) 2 dt .

(7)

0

The level of lightning can be classified by peak current, as summarized in Table 5. To compare the fracture
at the two lightning levels requiring repair, a 7.6/17.7μs waveform with peak current 39.7kA and an
8.1/18.6μs waveform with peak current 80.7kA were used in the test.

Fig. 21. Lightning standard current waveform [99].
Table 5 Typical lightning strike levels [100].
Threat
High energy
strike
Intermediate
energy strike
Low energy
strike

Criteria
Rare lightning strike
50-200 kA
Medium lightning strike
30-50 kA
Nominal lightning strike
10-30 kA

Requirement
-Striking level in accordance to zoning
diagram
-Continued safe flight (70 % DLL)
-Repair needed (100 % DLL)
-Visible damage
-No repair needed (150 % DLL)
-Non or barely visible damage
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4. Direct effects of lightning on a UAM prop-rotor blade: numerical simulation
4.1. Thermal damage due to joule heating
Joule heating refers to the process that occurs when a current passing through a conductor generates
heat by resistance. It is also called Ohmic heating or resistive heating [129, 130]. In this process, the
following charge conservation equation holds

∂ρe
+ ∇ ⋅ J =0 ,
∂t

(8)

where ρ e is the charge density and J is the internal current density. The relationship between current and
Joule heat can be expressed as follows ( σ

E

being electrical conductivity),

Pec =J ⋅ E =

J2

σE

(9)

.

Pec represents the amount of heat energy generated by the resistance of the current flowing through the
conductor.
On the other hand, heat transfer in a media follows Fourier’s law. The governing equation of heat
balance can be expressed as follows,

ρC p

∂T
J2
= ∇⋅ (k ∇T ) + E ,
σ
∂t

(10)

where C p is the specific heat capacity at constant pressure, ρ is the density, T is the absolute
temperature, and k is the thermal conductivity.
4.2. Lightning arc channel expansion
After assuming that lightning current flows along a cylindrical plasma channel, Braginskii [101]
proposed the change in the lightning current with time in the arc channel radius, as follows,
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R (t ) = αρ0 −1/6 I (t )1/3 t1/ 2 ,

where

(11)

R(t ) is the radius (m) of the arc channel at time t (sec), α is a constant with α = 0.294, ρ 0 is

the air density at atmospheric pressure,

ρ 0 = 1.29kg / m3, and I (t ) is the current value (A) in time t .

However, it turns out that Eq. (11) is not suitable for estimating the channel radius during the attenuation
of the Component A waveform. After many experimental and numerical studies, an arc channel radius
model closer to the actual lightning waveform was proposed [103-105]. A value of α = 0.097 and
simplification of I (t ) by I peak were proposed to properly describe the continuous arc expansion
occurring even while the current decreases following the lightning peak current [102],

R (t ) = 0.097 I peak1/3t1/ 2 .

(12)

After several experimental and theoretical studies [106, 107], the current density J (r , t ) of the
lightning arc channel was shown to have a Gaussian distribution with a maximum value at the center of
the channel as follows,
2

=
J (r , t ) J max (t ) e − cr , r ≤ R(t ) ,

(13)

where r is the radius coordinate (m), and c is a constant based on the relation that the current density at

r = 0.55 R is equal to 10 percent of J max (t ) from the heat flux distribution [107],

c= −

ln(0.1)
.
(0.55 ⋅ R (t )) 2

(14)

The function J max (t ) was determined using the relation that the current density integration over the
circular region is equal to the total current of the lightning channel I (t ) [108, 109], as follows,
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J max (t ) =

I (t )
2π

R (t )

0

0

∫ ∫

2

re − cr drdθ

.

(15)

The heat flux of the lightning arc transmitted to the surface of the anode structure is expressed as [131],

=
Q J (U a + Φ mat +

5k b
(Tarc − Tanode )) .
2ε

(16)

Here J is the current density (A/m2), U a is the anode voltage drop (4–5V), Φ mat is the work function of
the material (4–5V), Tarc is the arc temperature, Tanode is the anode temperature, and kb is the Boltzmann
constant, and ε is the electron electrical charge. The third term on the right-hand side represents a
negligible change in the electro-kinetic energy of the anode structure for high current [131]. If this term is
neglected, the heat flux of the lightning arc Q (r , t ) is reduced to

Q(r , t ) = 10 J (r , t ) .

(17)

4.3. Geometry and materials properties
When a composite material is struck by lightning, it may be thermally damaged by resistance heat. As
the temperature increases, the matrix changes first, and when exposed to higher temperatures, the
composite fibers begin to change [87-91, 129, 130]. The epoxy resin constituting the carbon/epoxy
laminate is very sensitive to thermal energy. Damage to the epoxy resin may lead to structural deterioration
and damage, which may eventually lead to an accident. To describe the temperature effect on the composite
material, it is necessary to perform a coupled electric-thermo computational simulation.
Several studies have been performed to predict the impact and damage to the carbon/epoxy laminate
due to lightning strikes [87-91, 129, 130]. Carbon/epoxy materials used in previous simulations have
almost similar room temperature and high temperature properties and fiber volume fraction (60–65percent)
[132]. The predicted thermal damage regions of these carbon/epoxy composites were found to be similar
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to each other and to be consistent with the experimental observations [87-91, 124-126, 129, 130].
In this study, a woven carbon/epoxy having room temperature characteristics similar to the one used
in the study of Duong et al. [130] were used. Woven carbon/epoxy laminate has the same thermal and
electrical conductivity in the longitudinal and transverse directions [133]. Table 6 shows the properties of
woven carbon/epoxy laminate up to 3589K (fiber sublimation temperature). When the local temperature
exceeded 3589K, the rest of the simulation was updated locally with the properties of the composite
material valid above 3589K [130]. The combined latent heat of fusion and vaporization in the finite
element model were assumed to be 4.8 × 103 kJ/kg and 4.3 × 104 kJ/kg, respectively [90]
Table 6 Material properties of the woven carbon/epoxy laminate [130].
Temp.
T
(K)

Density
ρ
(kg/m3)

Specific
heat
Cp
(J/kg·K)

298
616
773
783
1273
3589
>3589

1480
1480
1020
1020
1020
1020
1020

1065
2100
2100
1700
1900
2509
5875

Thermal conductivity
Long.
Thick.
k11, k22
k33
(W/m·K)
(W/m·K)
8
0.67
2.608
0.18
1.736
0.1
1.736
0.1
1.736
0.1
1.736
0.1
1.015
1.015

Electrical conductivity
Long.
Thick.
σ11, σ22
σ33
(S/m)
(S/m)
34120
0.00341
34120
0.00341
34120
0.0020
34120
0.0020
34120
0.0020
34120
0.0020
200
1.0E+09

4.4. FEM modeling and boundary conditions
In this study, COMSOL’s electric-thermal model [134] was used to predict the damage area caused by
lightning striking a woven carbon/epoxy laminate with dimensions of 210 mm x 180mm and 8 layers in
the fill direction. Based on previous studies related to mesh sensitivity [110], the mesh size should be
smaller than 2.5mm near the lightning attachment area. The mesh of the finite element model was densely
constructed near the attachment area. As a result, there was a negligible difference between the expected
temperature and potential difference. All eight layers were individually modeled to increase the
effectiveness of the analysis. The simulated laminates were discretized using 196,017 elements, 164,934
prisms, 23,562 triangles, 6,300 quads, 1,180 edge elements, and 41 vertex elements [135]. A boundary
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condition was assumed based on the actual lightning test. Figure 22 shows the finite element model and
boundary conditions of the thermal radiation and electrical potential.
To simulate the characteristics of lightning applied to the specimen, the change in arc channel
expansion over time was applied in the center of the top of the model [101-111]. The initial condition of
the specimen was set to 298K, which is an ambient temperature condition. Since the titanium plate under
the specimen floor was electrically grounded, the specimen floor was assumed to be zero. The potential
of the side was assumed to be zero because an electric discharge from the side to the bottom titanium plate
was observed during all lightning experiments.
Thermal radiation was applied to the top and sides of the specimen, and the bottom surface was
assumed to be adiabatic. The rise in temperature at the bottom was neglected because it was close to zero.
The surface emissivity of the laminate was assumed to be 0.9 [90]. Since a lightning strike occurs for an
extremely short period of time, convective heat transfer around the specimen was not considered. In
addition, the contact properties were not considered because a perfect bond between thin laminas was
assumed [110, 129].
The purpose of this study is to identify the tendency of thermal damage caused by a lightning strike to
composite materials (carbon/epoxy) used in prop-rotor blades of UAM aircraft. The present study was
conducted similarly to the direct lightning tests reported in the previous studies [87, 127, 130]. To simulate
the characteristics similar to artificial lightning applied to the specimen, the change of arc channel
expansion with time was applied to the center of the uppermost part of the model. The present setup in the
simulation differs in some ways from the test setup described in SAE ARP 5416. For example, the
arc/current flow was not induced to a specific point, and the component A reduced waveform with the
strongest intensity was used as the initial lightning waveform.
Figure 23 shows the local linear approximation of the impulse current information of the waveform
fed to COMSOL as a function of time. The surface current was uniformly applied only inside the spatially
and temporally varying circular lightning arc channels for 25μs and 28.5μs.
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Fig. 22. Finite element model and boundary conditions.

Fig. 23. Lightning current waveform in test and simulation.

5. Results and discussion
5.1. Experimental results
A lightning test was conducted on a 210mm x 180mm woven carbon/epoxy laminate to compare the
degree of damage to the prop-rotor blades according to the lightning level. The peak currents of the current
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waveform actually applied to the specimen, reflecting external factors such as the test environment, were
35.0kA, 8.9/20.2μs, and 68.6kA 9.9/22.6μs. Figure 24 shows the results of surface damage to the top of
the specimen, visually identified after the high current impulse test. Overall, the difference in the degree
of damage caused by current intensities of 35.0kA and 68.6kA can be compared.
In the woven fiber material with the same electrical and thermal properties in the warp and fill
directions, currents penetrated in both directions and generated high resistance heating and resin pyrolysis,
and ultimately formed a near-circular damage area as a hole. Typical damage profiles related to fiber and
matrix damage were quantified using image processing. Nondestructive testing was performed using a
micro X-ray inspection system (InspeXio SMX-225CT, Shimadzu, Japan) to determine internal damage
in terms of the damage area and depth. The damage area and depth were determined by imaging the top
and cross sections of each specimen using an X-ray CT, as shown in Figs. 25-26. After performing image
processing using the viewer program of the X-ray CT scan system, the darkened area compared to the top
section was determined as the damaged area. Then, the depth was measured using the length measurement
tool of the viewer program.
Table 7 summarizes the damage area and depth caused by lightning strikes on each of the two laminates.
Since the damage area of the top section was not perfectly circular, the diameter of the damage area
changed slightly depending on the direction. In case 1, 1.3% of the area was damaged compared to the
uppermost area, and in case 2, 2.7% was damaged. In addition, in case 1, 34.5% of the depth was damaged,
and in case of case 2, 45.5% was damaged. Compared to case 1, the damage area and depth in case 2
increased by 103.6% and 32.0%, respectively.
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Fig. 24. Lightning test results: case 1 (40kA); case 2 (80kA).

Fig. 25. X-ray CT scan result of case 1.
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Fig. 26. X-ray CT scan result of case 2.

Table 7 Experimental conditions and damage region after lightning strikes on the specimen.

Case 1
Case 2

Setting
peak
current
(kA)
40
80

Real peak
current
(kA)

Charge
transfer
(C)

Action
integral
(A2s)

Damage
area
(mm2)

Damage
depth
(mm)

35.0
68.6

0.5478
1.1659

15100
64188

452
1024

1.00
1.32

5.2. Simulation results
A coupled electrical-thermal simulation using COMSOL was performed on a 210 x 180 mm woven
carbon/epoxy laminate model to compare the degree of damage to the prop-rotor blades according to the
lightning level. The occurrence of local Joule heating and irreversible matrix decomposition damage
related to various material properties was predicted. The region where the temperature reached 573–773K
in the coupled electrical-thermal simulation was defined as the epoxy matrix decomposition region [110,
130]. Typical epoxy matrices undergo thermal decomposition in the temperature range of 573–773K, while
carbon fiber sublimation occurs at 3589K [87-90]. Epoxy matrix damage occurs first at high temperatures,
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followed by carbon fiber damage at much higher temperatures where sufficient oxygen is available for a
long enough time. Therefore, in the lightning attachment area, an extensive epoxy matrix damage area
surrounds a highly localized area of intense fiber damage.
Figure 27 shows the predicted temperature distribution in the top and cross section due to lightning
strikes on each of the two laminates. Figures 28 and 29 show the changes in the damage area and depth
over time. Table 8 summarizes the damage area and depth. In case 1, 1.4% of the area was damaged
compared to the uppermost area, and in case 2, 2.5% was damaged. In case 1, 33.8% of the depth was
damaged compared to the thickness, and in case 2, 43.8% was damaged. Compared to case 1, the damage
area and depth of case 2 increased by 75.1% and 29.6%, respectively.

Fig. 27. Temperature distributions of laminates: left (40kA); right (80kA).
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Fig. 28. Prediction of the damage area.

Fig. 29. Prediction of the damage depth.
Table 8 Damage area and depth from the numerical simulation on the laminate model.
40 kA
80 kA

Damage area (mm2)
530
928

Damage depth (mm)
0.97
1.27

As mentioned in the introduction, when comparing the rotor blades of rotorcraft and the prop-rotor
blades of UAM aircraft, size is the most important factor affecting lightning strike characteristics.
Therefore, two blades with different chord lengths were modeled and the degree of damage due to
lightning strike was compared. The coupled electric-thermal numerical simulation predicted the
occurrence of local Joule heating and irreversible matrix decomposition damage.
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Figure 30 shows the temperature distributions in curved top surface of the prop-rotor and rotor blades
with a cross section of NACA 0012, respectively, due to lightning strikes. The damaged areas of the
uppermost area were 257mm2 and 272mm2, respectively, resulting in 2.57m (257/100) and 0.91m
(272/300) in reference to the length of the chord. From this result, it can be expected that the prop-rotor
blade of a relatively small UAM aircraft will suffer more damage even after being struck by lightning of
the same intensity.

Fig. 30. Comparison of damage area: (a) prop-rotor blade; (b) rotor blade.
5.3. Comparison of experimental and simulation results
To evaluate the accuracy of the lightning simulation model, the damage area and pattern obtained by
experiments and simulations were compared. Figures 31-34 show the thermal decomposition area obtained
by visual image, X-ray CT and simulation. When the damaged area and pattern of fibers and matrix were
compared according to the lightning strike level, the simulation results were found to agree well with the
experimental results obtained by visual image and X-ray CT. Tables 9 and 10 summarize the relative errors
between the experimental and simulation results. The relative errors in the surface damaged area due to
matrix decomposition were 5.09% and 9.38% in case 1 and case 2, respectively. In addition, the relative
errors of the damage depth were 3.00% and 3.79%, respectively. It is believed that these errors are caused
by magnetic force, internal expansion pressure, and acoustic shock wave effect, which were not considered
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in the current computational modeling. It can also be attributed in part to the uncertainty of the electrical
and thermal properties used in the simulations.
In general, the damage pattern of the simulation results agreed fairly well with the damage pattern of
the experimental results, with less than 10% error. This means that the coupled electric-thermal
computational model considering the change in arc channel expansion with time can be effectively used
to predict high current damage to composites.

Fig. 31. Comparison of damage area (40kA): (a) visual image; (b) X-ray CT; (c) simulation.

Fig. 32. Comparison of damage area (80kA): (a) visual image; (b) X-ray CT; (c) simulation.
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Fig. 33. Comparison of damage depth (40kA): (a) X-ray CT; (b) simulation.

Fig. 34. Comparison of damage depth (80kA): (a) X-ray CT; (b) simulation.
Table 9 Comparison of damage area between experimental and simulation results.

40 kA
80 kA

Experiment
visual damage area
(mm2)
503
1024

Simulation
thermal damage area
(mm2)
530
928

Relative error (%)
5.09
9.38

Table 10 Comparison of damage depth between experimental and simulation results.

40 kA
80 kA

Experiment
visual damage depth
(mm)
1.00
1.32

Simulation
thermal damage depth
(mm)
0.98
1.27

Relative error (%)
3.00
3.79

6. Conclusion
Among weather-related safety factors such as external air disturbance, hail and icing, lightning strikes
are the most dangerous due to the relatively small size of UAM aircraft, and their characteristic flight path,
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close to the ground. Furthermore, the increasing use of composites for light weight, the adoption of
distributed electric propulsion systems to reduce noise, and greater integration and digitization of
electronic equipment to make them compact and multi-functional, can cause UAM aircraft to be more
vulnerable to lightning strikes. In the event lightning strikes during flights close to the ground or
surrounding buildings, it is also difficult to make a safe emergency landing, which can lead to a major
accident in the city. Therefore, the commercialization of UAM aircraft without proper lightning protection
systems will inevitably be very limited.
In an effort to tackle this problem, this study presents a zoning method for UAM aircraft with complex
configurations, and investigated the direct effects of lightning strikes on the prop-rotor blade of UAM
aircraft, using both experimental and numerical methods.
First, computational simulation models for zoning analysis were developed for four representative
UAM aircraft (one wingless multi-copter, one winged lift/cruise, and two winged vectored thrust types).
The initial lightning attachment area formed at the tip of a number of prop-rotor blades in the multi-copter
type Volocopter 2X and the vectored thrust type S-A1, implying that a lightning protection system may be
required for prop-rotor blade tips.
On the other hand, the lift-cruise type Pegasus was shown to require a lightning protection system for
the wing tip and the outermost prop-rotor blade tip. Lastly, the initial lightning attachment area was not
formed on the prop-rotor blade, but on the top of the duct and on the vertical tail in the Nexus 4EX model
with several ducts enclosing blades.
Next, the lightning zoning analysis identified the prop-rotor blade tips as Zone 1A, which has a high
probability of initial lightning attachment. The direct effects of lightning strikes on a prop-rotor blade
made of woven carbon/epoxy laminate were investigated using both experimental and numerical methods.
In general, the damage pattern in the simulation results was shown to agree fairly well with the damage
pattern in the experimental results. Moreover, it was shown that the prop-rotor blade of a relatively small
UAM aircraft can suffer comparatively more damage, even when struck by lightning of the same intensity.
In this study, among three possible lightning strike scenarios for UAM aircraft operating in urban
environments, a case was considered in which lightning strikes a UAM aircraft directly. It will be
necessary to investigate other remaining cases in the future: (i) when a UAM aircraft is indirectly affected
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by lightning strikes on other UAM aircraft flying at close range, and (ii) when a nearby high-rise building
is struck by lightning and affects adjacent UAM aircraft in flight.
In addition, since batteries, electric motors, inverters, and hydrogen fuel tanks, which are required by
the new propulsion systems in UAM aircraft, are being increasingly used, designing a lightning protection
system that properly reflects these changes will emerge as an important issue.
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